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For the numerous applications of the plus-construction, a key question concerns 
when a fibration F + E + B induces another Ft + E+ + B+. A complete solution 
(with proof) is given, together with a more easily verifiable simplification in special 
cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN THEOREM 
Although originally devised to define the higher algebraic K-theory of 
rings [ 1, 7, 161, the plus-construction has quickly established its usefulness 
in such diverse areas as stable homotopy theory [ 15 J, bordism of manifolds 
[lo], and the study of knot complements [ 141. 
Recall (from, e.g., 11 ] h w  ose notation we foHow) that the plus- 
construction qx : X --, X+ is a pointed cofibration which induces 
isomorphisms on homology with Abelian local coeficients (equivalently, has 
acyclic fibre) and an epimorphism on fundamental groups whose kernel is 
the maximal perfect subgroup Br,(X) of z,(X). (These perfect radicals play 
an important role: in particular an epimorphism G ++Q If preserving perfect 
radicals (&PG = .PH) will be said to be EP*R [ 3 1.) 
Evidently, the cardinal question is the effect of the construction on 
homotopy groups. (For instance, when X = BGLA, A a ring, then 
zjXt = KjA, thejth algebraic K-theory group of A.) Since the principal tool 
here is the homotopy exact sequence of a (homotopy) fibration, this effec- 
tively reduces to asking when a @ration 8: F --) E jp B is plus-constructive 
(P.-C.), that is when F+ -+ Et -t B + is also a fibration (i.e., F+ N F,,). We 
assume that all spaces discussed are of the homotopy type of a connected 
CW-complex which (for (iii) below) admits a finite Postnikov decom- 
position.) To date, the literature contains numerous suffLzient conditions 
(e.g., [2, 6, 8, 9, 13, 17, 181) and the necessary condition that zl(p) be EP*R 
[ 1, (6.8)]. In view of the awesome complication of some of these (sets of) 
hypotheses, it is remarkable that a simple characterisation of when 8 is P.-C. 
is after all possible. (The brevity of the proof is a further blessing.) 
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THEOREM. The following are equivalent statements about a jibration 8’: 
F-+E+PB. 
(i) P is plus-constructive. 
(ii) .9?,(B) acts on F+ by maps (freely) homotopic to the identity. 
(iii) (a) n,(p) is EP’R, and 
(b) ,9%,(E) acts triviallv on z,(F’, *). 
Statements (ii) and (iii) above use the naturality of the plus-construction 
to obtain an action on Ff (pointed, if appropriate) from a corresponding one 
on F, hence similarly for homotopy groups. Since we consider actions by 
perfect groups, it is important to bear in mind the result [ 1, 21 that such an 
action on a group is nilpotent if and only if it is trivial. The proof is 
presented in Section 3 after the description of some corollaries. A final 
paragraph looks at some pertinent examples. 
2. CONSEQUENCES AND SPECIAL CASES 
As ever, 8: F + E -+ B is a fibration. (Also, - denotes normal closure.) 
COROLLARY 1. Let f: B’ -+ B be a map. If P is plus-constructive (P.-C.) 
then the induced Jibration f *B is also P.-C. The converse also holds when 
f*.Pn,(B’) =.3%,(B). 
This is immediate from the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Section 1. We 
know of no direct proof of these results. The following special case of the 
main theorem seems to take care of all situations so far published: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose Fi is a nilpotent space. Then B is P.-C. if and 
only if.%z,(B) acts trivially on H,(F, Z). 
The suficiency of the homology condition is established in [2]. Alter- 
natively (at least when Ff is finite-dimensional), one can appeal to 15, 
Theorem D] which asserts that the image of 9x1(B) in the group AUT F+ 
of self-equivalences is nilpotent, and hence, being perfect, trivial. So (ii) of 
Section 1 applies. For the converse, Section 1 (ii) implies the triviality of the 
composition 
9z,(B) 4 z,(B) -+ AUT F+ + n aut Hj(F+) 2 1~1 aut Hj(F). 
i .i 
Since many applications concern classifying spaces of groups, the following 
special case of Section 1 (iii) is worthwhile. (Of course CPN= 1 leaves 
BN’ = BN.) It will be exploited in Section 4. 
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COROLLARY 3. Suppose N 4 G--H@ Q is a group extension, with 
.PN = 1. Then the fibration BN -+ BG + BQ is P.-C. if and only if both Q is 
EP*R and [N, .QG] = 1. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The idea of the proof is quite simple: it consists of passing to another 
fibration where P.-C. can be shown equivalent to libre homotopy trivial and 
thus to the nulhomotopy of the classifying map from the base to the 
universal fibration. This passage comprises two steps. The first, performed in 
[2], is the fibre-wise plus-construction. In terms of universal tibrations (see 
[5, Sect. 41 for notation), it amounts to the observation that the naturality of 
the plus-construction gives rise to a map 
41 F---t FS 
I I 
B aut°F - B aut’F+ 
I I 
BautF f, BautF+ 
from X to X+, say. Then the libre-wise plus-construction on B = g*j7 
(say) is the libration (f o g)*sT+ with base B, libre Ft ; because the map 
on Iibres from B to (f 0 g)* ST+ is acyclic, so too must be the map of total 
spaces [ 1, (4.2)], making B P.-C. precisely when (f 0 g)* .i7+ is. The second 
step uses the lemma [2, (2.1)] which implies that for any fibration 
A -+ B j C with 9%,(C) = 1, a tibration over B is P.-C. if and only if its pull- 
back over A is. So we pull back (f o g)* Xf over AB jh B, the acyclic 
fibre of qB: B+B+ [l, (7.7)], obtaining (fo go h)*.F+: Ft -tE,+AB. 
This is P.-C. just so long as there is a map of tibrations 
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that is, F+ is a retract of E,. But by the Dold theorem [4], this is equivalent 
(cf. [ 11, (4.3)] to the fibre homotopy triviality of (f o g o h)*F’, or 
equally, the nullhomotopy of AB +h B fog B aut F+. However, because B+ 
is also the cofibre of h [ 1, (7.7)], this corresponds to the existence of a 
factorisation of f o g through qe : B -+ B’ ; a universal property of qR [ 1, 
(5.2)] reduces this to the triviality of rc,(fo g) on ,Pn,(B), which is a 
restatement of (ii). 
For (iii), we argue from the commuting diagram of group homomorphisms 
rr, F+/(K = Im n,B aut F’) 
I 
.%, E 4, AUT’F+ --& n aut ni(F+, *) 
I 1 
.Yx,B Y; AUTF’ 
whose right-hand sequence is exact. Condition (ii) is that y is trivial. So Imp 
(perfect) lifts to .P(nl F+/K), a factor group of ,9d7c1 F’ ([ 3, (3.1)], K being 
central) and therefore trivial. A similar sort of argument [3, (2.2)] shows 
that CI must be onto. Conversely, suppose Im /I lies in Ker 6: the former 
subgroup is again perfect, while the latter is, by [S, Theorem B], nilpotent. 
This again makes /I, hence y o a, trivial. When (r is surjective this forces y to 
be trivial, once more clinching the equivalence to statement (ii). 
4. EXAMPLES 
We consider two general classes of example, both classifying space 
librations, in order to demonstrate that where hypotheses occur in the above 
in pairs, neither premise in the pair is superfluous. 
The easiest example of a non-EP2R epimorphism, and hence non-P.-c. 
classifying space fibration, arises from a presentation R C, F-H Q of the 
image Q, since the free group F has .YF = 1. However [R, TF] = 1 certainly 
holds for Corollary 3 and so Section l(iii). 
Secondly, we recall from [ 1, Chap. 31 that for any ring A there is a split 
extension MA t)’ GLUT ++* GL(A @A). Here MA is the group under 
addition of all finite matrices, while GLUT denotes the general linear group 
on the ring of upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices over A. On the one hand, any 
split epimorphism is EP2R [3]. On the other, the matrices I + (6,,.S2s),,s and 
z + (~2rLLs7 in .YGLUT, ZMA, respectively, fail to commute. Thus by 
Corollary 3 the tibration BMA -+ BGLUT + BGL(A @A), despite having a 
section, cannot be P.-C. (A less direct proof appears in [ 1 I.) Moreover, since 
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MA, hence BMA, is nilpotent, the action of 3GL(A@A) (=E(A @A)) on 
H,(BMA) cannot be trivial (Corollary 2). Application of Section 1 (ii) 
springs a surprise here, for the section factorises YGL(A @A)+ AUT(BMA) 
as .YGL(A @A)+GLUT+AUT”(BMA)-+AUT(BMA). Hence the group 
AUT’(BMA) of pointed self-equivalences of BMA is nonsolvable, admitting 
a nontrivial perfect subgroup. It is noteworthy to compare this with 
Whitehead’s theorem [ 12, 191, to the effect that when X is a group-like space 
offlnite category, then AUT’X is not merely solvable but nilpotent. 
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